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While there are nuances to the claim made in this headline, it is technically true since Tesla announced 

that it turned a profit of $22 million last quarter while the US oil industry managed to lose $67 billion 
last year due to its inability to stomach lower gas prices, according to the U.S. Energy Information 

Administration (EIA).

I think it’s something to consider in this new political climate following the election of Donald Trump.

Notwithstanding any potential ulterior motives to favor fossil fuels 

or the fact that Trump doesn’t believe in man-made climate change, 
it’s important for the upcoming new Trump administration and GOP-

controlled Washington to start looking at Tesla and other upcoming 

cleantech ventures as important middle-class American job 
creators and sustainable businesses.

One of Trump’s main actions to create American jobs is to “lift the 
restrictions on the production of $50 trillion dollars’ worth of job-

producing American energy reserves, including shale, oil, natural gas 
and clean coal,” according to his own “contract with American 

voters” and as part of his plan for his first 100 days in office.

Again, we are not going into the impact it will have on the climate in part because of how scary it is. Try 
to get the amount of CO2 that those fossil-fuel reserves will release in the atmosphere out of your 

head (if you can) and focus on the jobs. That’s supposedly how he won the election in the rust belt and 
coal country after all.

While Trump’s deregulation of the oil and gas industry could certainly recreate jobs, we have to keep in 
mind that more investments don’t represent a guarantee that the companies will be able to handle 
price slumps like the one we saw last year and continues now without more government subsidies.

Coal and Natural Gas are rapidly becoming less cost competitive to Wind and Solar power.

But deregulation is not all Trump plans to do for the oil and gas industry – again with the goal of 
creating jobs. He also plans to slow down the competition from renewable energy by slashing federal 
research and development, subsidies for solar and wind, and any other climate programs. He also 
plans to gut the EPA and head it with a climate science denier.

When the US oil industry lost $67 billion in 2015, it also slashed close to 100,000 jobs during the same 
period. All the while, more Americans now work in the solar industry than the extraction of oil, gas, or 

coal.

One of the main examples Trump has been using is Ford moving jobs from Michigan to Mexico in 
order to be more competitive. Since his election, GM also announced job cuts.

On the other hand, Tesla has been adding jobs with now over 18,000 employees worldwide and the 

majority are in the US. At the Fremont factory alone, Tesla employs over 6,000 people and it plans to 
bring that number up to 9,000 to support its latest expansion plans.

The electric automaker is also investing in the Gigafactory in Nevada, where it plans to employ over 

6,000 workers.

If job creation (and not just rewarding fossil fuel political donors) is really the true goal of the new US 
political leadership, maybe they should think twice about introducing new policies that could slow the 
momentum of clean technologies in favor of fossil fuels. Instead, they should focus on introducing a 

level playing field.

We could argue about the best way to do that (and please let’s do it in the comment section below), 
but in my opinion, the most simple one is to put an end to all subsidies, including the trillions of 

dollars worth of subsidies going to the fossil fuel industry.

Hat tip to William LeGate for the headline.

If you are interested in solar and energy storage, we suggest you get quotes from more than one installer 
to make sure you get the best energy solution for your house or business. UnderstandSolar is a great 
free service to link you to top-rated solar installers in your region for personalized solar estimates for 

free.

FTC: We use income earning auto affiliate links. More.

Subscribe to Electrek on YouTube for exclusive videos and subscribe to the podcast. 
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Guides

Tesla
Tesla is a transportation and energy 
company. It sells vehicles under its 
'Tesla Motors' division and stationary 
battery pack for home, commercial 
and utility-scale projects under its 
'Tesla Energy' division.

Donal Trump
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SolarCity reports surpassing 300,000 installed solar 
customers during last quarter before Tesla merger

Today, SolarCity reported its financial results for its third quarter 2016 and last quarter before its 

merger with Tesla if approved during a special meeting of shareholders scheduled for next week. The 

company confirmed having installed 187 MW of solar capacity during the quarter – bringing the total 
since inception to 2.45 GW spread out across over 300,000 solar customers. 

Audi unveils e-tron Sportback coupéAudi unveils e-tron Sportback coupé Watch this e-moto ride completely Watch this e-moto ride completely 
submerged in watersubmerged in water

Bollinger Motors B-1 SUV and B-2 Bollinger Motors B-1 SUV and B-2 
pickup [gallery/video]pickup [gallery/video]

Nikola Motor claims major battery Nikola Motor claims major battery 
breakthroughbreakthrough
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Workhorse unveils concept for electric pickup 
truck, aims to be first plug-in pickup to market in 
2018

Green Deals: Black & Decker 18-inch 20V Cordless 
Electric Pole Hedge Trimmer $91 shipped, more
Trevor Daugherty - Nov. 9th 2016 3:41 pm ET 

Amazon offers the Black & Decker 18-inch 20V Lithium-Ion Cordless 

Electric Pole Hedge Trimmer for $90.98 shipped. Also available at Target. 
That’s good for $69 off the original listing, down $28 from Lowe’s and the 
lowest price that Amazon has ever sold it for.

It’s time to give your yard one final pass before the colder weather comes 
in. Black & Decker’s cordless pole hedge trimmer will help keep your bushes 

looking good this year and next spring too! Powered by a 20V battery, it is 

capable of cutting up to 18-inches at a time with its dual-action blades. It 
can handle shrubbery up to 7/16-inches thick and includes a two-year 
warranty. Rated 3.9/5 stars by 511 Amazon customers.

Today’s Top Green Deals:

• Snow Joe Ultra 18-inch 13A Electric Snow Blower (refurb): $130

(Orig. $180) | Snow Joe
• 6-pack 9W A19 LED Light Bulbs: $15 (Reg. $20) | Amazon 

◦ w/ code ONTXMQCF

• Miracle-Gro AeroGarden Ultra with Gourmet Herb Seed Pod Kit: $160
(Reg. $200) | Amazon

Google Duplex launches on the Google Duplex launches on the 
web, starting with movie ticketsweb, starting with movie tickets

[Update: Resolved] Stadia Founders [Update: Resolved] Stadia Founders 
invite codes not arriving as invite codes not arriving as 
promised, Google working on…promised, Google working on…

Made by Google releases fun ad for Made by Google releases fun ad for 
fabric Pixel 4 Cases [Video]fabric Pixel 4 Cases [Video]

Google limiting and generalizing Google limiting and generalizing 
political ad targeting around the political ad targeting around the 
worldworld
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Workhorse, an electric fleet vehicle startup that delivered a fleet of 125 hybrid electric delivery vans to 

UPS (which recently ordered 200 more), announced this week that it is started development of an 
electric PHEV pickup truck built on its own platform.

The company sets the goal to be the first to market with a plug-in electric pickup truck in 2018. 

Tesla unbundles a bunch of basic options in Model 
S to get access to EV incentives in Germany
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When Germany introduced its new plan to boost electric vehicle adoption through new incentives, 
including a €4,000 discount at the purchase, Tesla claimed that they were purposely left out of the 

program because of a cap for vehicles with a starting price of less than 60,000 € negotiated by the 
government and the German auto industry.

Now Tesla managed to find a way to get access to the incentive through unbundling several features 
on its cars and significantly reducing the base price. 

Install solar power now to take advantage of 30% 
rebate before Trump takes it away
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Last night, the American people elected a climate change denier, Donald Trump, as their president for 

the next 4 years. Now Trump wasn’t elected based on his environmental policies, but nonetheless, 
that’s what the US will be stuck with for the next 4 years now that Trump and the Republican Party 

control the White House, the US Senate, and the US House.

Whether the US, or the world, can survive 4 years of climate change denial in US leadership remains to 

be seen, but considering that Trump warned that he will kill clean energy subsidies and all spending 
under Obama, we can get a good idea of what the short-term prospects look like for the clean tech 

sector. 
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Autonomous SailDrones are the Autonomous SailDrones are the 
new ocean explorersnew ocean explorers

Missing 84-year-old man found Missing 84-year-old man found 
with DJI Inspire 2 dronewith DJI Inspire 2 drone

Drone light shows in China are Drone light shows in China are 
showing what is possibleshowing what is possible
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